Terms and Conditions of Sale
Price Proposal:
 This is an estimate only and valid for 90 days from quote date.
 Price includes an energy surcharge subject to change at the time of order placement.
 Price includes Boxing, FOB Butler, PA (freight charges not included in price) unless noted otherwise.
 Freight estimates requested at time of quote are subject to change at time of order/shipment.
 Wood or Steel templates or tracings may be subject to additional engineering costs at time of order.
 Sales Tax to be added at time of order unless exemption status is gained.
Order Acceptance:
 All orders are subject to acceptance based on final sizes and specifications. Price subject to change.
 The order process will not begin until all technical information and deposits required are received.
Schedule/Lead Times:
 Lead times are subject to change and will be established at the time the order is accepted.
 SBG Corp will not be liable for any costs or delay damages for failure to deliver material within the time stated by
production or specified by the customer.
Payment Terms:
FBPS:
Full Balance of order must be paid prior to shipment
Net 30:
Payment is due 30 days from time of shipment
Credit Terms:
Subject to credit application and approval by SBG Corp Accounting Department
*SBG shall have the right to charge interest without further notice on all overdue amounts at the rate of one and a half percent (1.5%) per month

Specifications
Logo/Trademark: Unless otherwise requested, all safety glass will be permanently marked in the lower right hand corner of the
product.
Glass Edge Condition: All glass will have clean cut edges unless additional fabrication is requested and noted at time of quote and
order.
Applicable Quality Standards:
 Float Glass
 Bent Glass
 Laminated Glass
 HS/Tempered Glass
Laminated Glass:

ASTM 1036
ASTM 1464
ASTM 1172
ASTM 1048

Conforms to CPSC 16CFR 1201 and ANSI Z97.1 safety glazing standards.

Tempered Glass:
Tempered Glass products conform to CPSC 16CFR 1201 and ANSI Z97.1 safety glazing standards.
Visible distortion exists in all tempered glass products. Under certain light conditions and grazing angles, tempered and heat
strengthened glass will exhibit a strain pattern or iridescence.
Bent Tempered Glass: Due to the convex and concave surfaces, bent tempered glass products have a tendency to magnify the
visible distortion described above. This is inherent in the process and cannot be considered a defect.
Heat Strengthened Glass: Does not meet federal regulations for Safety Glazing.
Warranty: Shall be as stated below unless otherwise noted
 Laminated Glass:
5 year warranty against delamination
 Insulated Glass:
5 year warranty against seal failure
 There is not warranty implied or provided against glass breakage

